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PREFACE 

Project work gives a scope to learn about research by comprehensive experimental 

study on any subject. Horizon of Knowledge widens when we apply theory in practical and 

experimental form, as it becomes more perfect and complete. Furthermore an inquisitive does 

not feels satisfied with his bookish knowledge only, so, the inclusion of project work in our 

course is justified. 

For the satisfactory completion of the above demand, a project work entitled 

"Cytochrome- P450 (CYP JAJ) and microsomal Epoxide Hydrolase (mEPHXJ) gene 

polymorphisms in head and neck cancer'' was being done under the supervision of Dr. 

Anand Ramteke, Associate Professor, Department of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology 

for the partial fulfillment of the Degree of Master of science in Molecular Biology and 

Biotechnology. 

Here, I am giving the description and experimental finding of the project work, which 

is a loyal and humble attempt to represents my fmdings and knowledge that I have gathered 

through this experimental study. 


